I use SignNow for every job position that I recruit

SignNow: e-signatures
are just the beginning
Electronic signatures that scale with your workflow
Signnow oﬀers an award-winning e-signature solution which is used by
millions of people worldwide to edit, sign and send for e-signing
documents on any device, desktop or mobile. According to G2 survey

for. As soon as I get a new job order I prepare a
job description and my next step is to set up my
template group in SignNow for potential
candidates to fill out and sign. Each group will
contain a qualifications form, a right to represent
form, and a rate worksheet. This process used to
take me an hour but thanks to SignNow, it only
takes 5 minutes to prepare!

data, users rate SignNow ahead of competitors (over 90% of approval
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rates) in such key categories as Secure Authentication, Workﬂow
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Setup, Regulatory Compliance, Performance & Reliability.

Key features

Target markets

Security & compliance

100+integrations, including

E-signing in a role-based order

Insurance companies of all sizes

HIPAA

Salesforce

Sending bulk invites

Universities and schools

PCI DSS

NetSuite

Shared folders for teams

Police and ﬁre departments

SOC 2 Type II

Oracle

Fillable ﬁelds and dropdowns
for surveys

HR and Legal oﬃces

21 CFR Part 11

G Suite

Hospitals and labs

GDPR

Dropbox

Document audit trail
Branded workﬂow

Real estate sector

Autodesk

Event agencies

Slack

Signnow is much more than just convenient e-signing – it also oﬀers a set of ﬂexibly conﬁgurable tools designed to make
your daily workﬂow more eﬃcient and your teamwork comfortable for all sides involved.

Key benefits of SignNow workflows

Work interrupted
SignNow’s desktop solution is instantly synced with the mobile app. You can
start editing documents in your oﬃce and ﬁnish your work on a mobile device,
even if you are oﬄine. All data is securely stored in a private cloud.

E-sign at your convenience
You can draw a signature on the screen of your mobile device, type in your
name or upload the image of your signature from your phone or computer.

Simplify complex workflows
Arrange signing order in several steps for as many signers as you need.
You can also enable/disable document forwarding, preset reminders,
set expiration dates and passwords for conﬁdential documents.

Facilitate e-signing on the client’s side
Automated guidance will make e-signing easy even for inexperienced users.
You can label ﬁelds with short instructions for extra clarity. If you preset ﬁelds
as required, rest assured none of the ﬁelds could be skipped by signers.

I would highly recommend SignNow for all

Customer support and reliability during and after

businesses that deal with clients who have little

implementation were crucial for us. We were

time to come to the office and physically sign

working with SignNow rep who really helped us

documents - and also for the clients who want to

out. From our perspective, SignNow’s API is very

expedite processing of all documents that

stable.

require signatures.
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Get started today and see why thousands of customers prefer SignNow for its ease of use
when sending, signing, and storing documents safely and securely.

